Abstract: In order to test the validity of the usual neglect of pressure line shifts in investigations of Fe I line asymmetries and shifts, we calculated synthetic line bisectors and shifts of 9.6 moderate and weak photospheric lines, taking into account both hydrogenand electron-impact shifts and neglecting the velocity fields. Absolute pressure line shifts obtained are less than or appr. equal to 50 m/s and the largest relative shifts along the bisectors are about 40 m/s. We found pronounced dependences of both shifts and bisectors on the energy of the upper level in transitions and on the transition array.
Pressure broadening produces small (Vince et al., 1985b) , but some cases observable (Vince and Dimitrijevic, 1989) line asymmetries and shifts of Nal lines. It was shown recently (Krsljanin, 1989 ) that some solar Fe I lines also exhibit measurable pressure broadening effects. Estimates of Fe I lines hydrogen-impact shifts (Gomez et al, 1987) appear to be insufficient to determine overall pressure shifts, since collisions with electrically charged particles can produce line shifts of the same order of magnitude as collisions with hydrogen atoms do (Vince et al, 1985a,b) . On the other hand, detailed theoretical calculations of Fe I lines pressure widths and particularly shifts are still missing due to complicated atomic structure of iron.
In order to estimate the importance of pressure broadening contribution to the observed asymmetries and shifts of Fe I lines we therefore decided to investigate averaged pressure broadening effects on many Fe I lines using simple theoretical approaches to hydrogen-impact (Hindmarsh et al, 1967) and electron-impact shifts (Krsljanin, 1990) . These approaches give good average accuracy when applied to many lines. So, such a method promise to give results comparable with previous convective motion investigations (e.g. Dravins et al, 1981) performed also on large samples of Fe I lines.
We synthetisied, using a LTE code and Holweger-Miiller (1974) photospheric model, profiles of 96 Fe I lines (from the list of Dravins et a/., 1981) in the centre of the solar disk, with hydrogen-and electron-impact shifts taken into account as the only causes of wavelength displacements in the line profiles. Lines were chosen that had observed central line depths less or equal to 0.5 and for which reliable atomic data was available (gf values at least of accuracy C according to Fuhr et al, 1981) . Wavelength shifts and averaged bisectors (normalised to central intensities) of the synthetic line profiles are presented in Fig. 1 very small in comparison with the observed ones (Dravins et al, 1981) . Another important fact which appears from our results is the pronounced dependence of the pressure shifts and line bisectors on the energy of the upper level in the transitions, i.e. on the effective principal q u a n t u m number of the upper level, and on the type of transition, i.e. on the transition array. Such a dependence, if eventually found in stellar observational data, might be an indicator of an important pressure broadening contribution to the observed line shapes. However, even in the solar case the pressure shifts should be considered for some Fe I lines (e.g. for lines from the 4p -Ad transition array with relatively large pressure shifts and from the 3c? 8 -4p transition array with relatively large bisector curvatures). Our calculations give an estimate of the value of pressure broadening effects in diagnostics of convective motions from t h e shifts and shapes of Fe I lines.
